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Abstract.—In recent years, there has been controversy whether multidimensional data 18	

such as geometric morphometric data or information on gene expression can be used 19	

for estimating phylogenies. This study uses simulations of evolution in 20	

multidimensional phenotype spaces to address this question and to identify specific 21	

factors that are important for answering it. Most of the simulations use phylogenies 22	

with four taxa, so that there are just three possible unrooted trees and the effect of 23	

different combinations of branch lengths can be studied systematically. In a 24	

comparison of methods, squared-change parsimony performed similarly well as 25	

maximum likelihood, and both methods outperformed Wagner and Euclidean 26	

parsimony, neighbor-joining and UPGMA. Under an evolutionary model of isotropic 27	

Brownian motion, phylogeny can be estimated reliably if dimensionality is high, even 28	

with relatively unfavorable combinations of branch lengths. By contrast, if there is 29	

phenotypic integration such that most variation is concentrated in one or a few 30	

dimensions, the reliability of phylogenetic estimates is severely reduced. Evolutionary 31	

models with stabilizing selection also produce highly unreliable estimates, which are 32	

little better than picking a phylogenetic tree at random. To examine how these results 33	

apply to phylogenies with more than four taxa, we conducted further simulations with 34	

up to eight taxa, which indicated that the effects of dimensionality and phenotypic 35	

integration extend to more than four taxa, and that convergence among internal nodes 36	

may produce additional complications specifically for greater numbers of taxa. 37	

Overall, the simulations suggest that multidimensional data, under evolutionary 38	

models that are plausible for biological data, do not produce reliable estimates of 39	

phylogeny. [Brownian motion; gene expression data; geometric morphometrics; 40	

morphological integration; squared-change parsimony; phylogeny; shape; stabilizing 41	

selection.] 42	
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Whether quantitative data should be used for estimating phylogenies has long 43	

been debated (Kitching et al. 1998; Felsenstein 2002). Much of these discussions has 44	

concerned scalar traits such as single length measurements or ratios between two 45	

measurements. In recent years, the debate has shifted mostly to multidimensional 46	

characters, where a number of quantities jointly characterize complex features of 47	

organisms or populations. Some early studies that pioneered phylogenetics were 48	

based on considerations of multidimensional spaces of allele frequencies for multiple 49	

loci (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967) and several more recent studies have 50	

estimated phylogenetic trees from data on gene expression (Enard et al. 2002; Rifkin 51	

et al. 2003; Uddin et al. 2004; Brawand et al. 2011), but most such analyses have used 52	

morphometric data on the shapes of organisms or their parts (e.g., Lockwood et al. 53	

2004; González-José et al. 2008; Aguilar-Medrano et al. 2011; Smith and Hendricks 54	

2013; Watanabe and Slice 2014; Catalano et al. 2015; Brocklehurst et al. 2016; 55	

Perrard et al. 2016; Bjarnason et al. 2017; Catalano and Torres 2017; Schroeder et al. 56	

2017; Parins-Fukuchi 2018b; Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2019). It remains contentious, 57	

however, whether the phylogenies estimated from quantitative multidimensional 58	

variables are reliable.  59	

During the last two decades, several proposals for estimating phylogenies 60	

from morphometric data have been discussed contentiously. Some authors have 61	

suggested phylogenetic analyses based on cladistic characters derived from partial 62	

warp scores (Fink and Zelditch 1995; Zelditch et al. 1995; Swiderski et al. 1998; 63	

Zelditch et al. 1998; Bogdanowicz et al. 2005; Clouse et al. 2011) or principal 64	

component scores (MacLeod 2002; González-José et al. 2008; Aguilar-Medrano et al. 65	

2011; González-José et al. 2011; Brocklehurst et al. 2016). These proposals, however, 66	

have been criticized for various reasons, especially the decomposition of phenotypic 67	
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spaces into distinct characters (Bookstein 1994; Naylor 1996; Adams and Rosenberg 68	

1998; Rohlf 1998; Monteiro 2000; Adams et al. 2011; Zelditch et al. 2012). Some 69	

authors have advocated methods that use landmarks as characters in cladistic analysis 70	

(Catalano et al. 2010; Goloboff and Catalano 2011; Catalano and Goloboff 2012; 71	

Catalano et al. 2015; Perrard et al. 2016; Catalano and Torres 2017; Dehon et al. 72	

2017; Ospina-Garcés and de Luna 2017; Ascarrunz et al. 2019; Palci and Lee 2019). 73	

An alternative is to use methods that avoid dividing the phenotypic variation into 74	

characters, but infer trees from distances among taxa using clustering techniques such 75	

as neighbor joining (Polly 2001; Lockwood et al. 2004; Couette et al. 2005; Macholán 76	

2006; Cardini and Elton 2008; Bjarnason et al. 2011; Cruz et al. 2012; Bjarnason et al. 77	

2015; Galland and Friess 2016; Galland et al. 2016; Bjarnason et al. 2017; Schroeder 78	

et al. 2017; Ascarrunz et al. 2019), UPGMA (Marcus et al. 2000; Polly 2001; Cardini 79	

2003; Cardini and O'Higgins 2004; Cardini and Elton 2008; Piras et al. 2010; 80	

Watanabe and Slice 2014; Koehl and Hass 2015; Pečnerová et al. 2015; Karanovic et 81	

al. 2016; Gabelaia et al. 2017; Zelditch et al. 2017), or other clustering methods 82	

(Cannon and Manos 2001; Polly 2001; Bjarnason et al. 2011). Other studies have 83	

estimated phylogenies from morphometric data using statistical approaches such as 84	

maximum likelihood (Cannon and Manos 2001; Polly 2003a, b; Caumul and Polly 85	

2005; González-José et al. 2008; Ascarrunz et al. 2019) or Bayesian methods (Parins-86	

Fukuchi 2018a, b; Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2019). Theoretical studies and computer 87	

simulations have demonstrated, however, that random evolutionary processes such as 88	

Brownian motion frequently produce convergence, so that phenotypic distance may 89	

not be a good indicator of time since divergence and the resulting estimates of 90	

phylogenies thus may be unreliable (Lynch 1989; Stayton 2008). A large empirical 91	
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comparison of a range of methods in 41 morphometric datasets found that different 92	

methods tend to produce similar and fairly poor results (Catalano and Torres 2017). 93	

These debates raise the question of how the quality of estimated trees can be 94	

assessed. So far, the majority of such assessments have compared trees obtained from 95	

morphometric data to reference trees obtained from other evidence, most often from 96	

molecular data (Cole et al. 2002; Lockwood et al. 2004; Cardini and Elton 2008; 97	

González-José et al. 2008; Klingenberg and Gidaszewski 2010; Catalano and 98	

Goloboff 2012; Perrard et al. 2016; Catalano and Torres 2017; Gabelaia et al. 2017; 99	

Ascarrunz et al. 2019). This type of comparison, however, can be problematic. First, it 100	

is often unclear whether the reference tree accurately represents the phylogeny of the 101	

taxa (e.g., because of differences between gene trees and species trees; Maddison 102	

1997). Second, many of these studies produced partial agreement in the trees, so that 103	

the results are inherently ambiguous: adherents of a particular method can emphasize 104	

that the trees are partly correct, critics can point out that other aspects are wrong. For 105	

instance, Smith and Hendricks (2013, p. 377) “consider it impressive” that 106	

morphometric characters were able to allocate 33–45% of taxa successfully to their 107	

positions in a phylogenetic tree, whereas skeptics might argue that this implies a clear 108	

majority of failures. A way to avoid this ambiguity is to use computer simulations of 109	

evolution, where the true tree is known with certainty, and to use simple phylogenetic 110	

trees, so that there is no equivocation whether an estimated tree is right or wrong. This 111	

approach has been used for testing methods to infer phylogenies from molecular data 112	

(Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993; Hillis et al. 1994; Huelsenbeck 1995). Simulations 113	

have been used in the context of geometric morphometrics to explore the 114	

consequences on phylogenetic inference (Polly 2004; Perrard et al. 2016; Parins-115	

Fukuchi 2018a, b; Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2019). However, the simulations were 116	
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conducted only under restricted sets of parameters (e.g., dimensionality, patterns of 117	

trait integration, branch lengths) and results are therefore difficult to generalize.  118	

This study uses several sets of simulations to analyze how accurately 119	

phylogenies can be estimated using quantitative multidimensional data and what 120	

factors influence the quality of the resulting estimates. We use the four-taxon case as 121	

the simplest situation where different unrooted trees are possible (Felsenstein 1978a; 122	

Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993). Because there are just three possible trees, there is no 123	

ambiguity whether estimated trees are partly correct or partly incorrect. This approach 124	

makes it possible to compare different methods for estimating phylogenies and to 125	

examine systematically the effects of different combinations of branch lengths in the 126	

phylogeny (Felsenstein 1978a; Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993). Perhaps more 127	

importantly, we implement several models that make different assumptions of how 128	

phenotypic traits evolve. Because dimensionality is a fundamental characteristic of 129	

multivariate traits and is likely to affect the reliability of phylogeny estimation 130	

(Felsenstein 2002), we conduct simulations for different numbers of dimensions. A 131	

related concept is phenotypic integration, which reflects how different traits are 132	

related to each other and how variation is spread across the dimensions of the 133	

phenotypic space (Klingenberg 2008; Goswami et al. 2014). To examine its effect on 134	

the reliability of phylogenetic estimates, we conduct simulations with different 135	

patterns of integration. Because stabilizing selection has been shown to be an 136	

important factor in macroevolution (Estes and Arnold 2007), we include simulations 137	

that examine its effect on phylogenetic reliability. Finally, to assess how these results 138	

apply to analyses with more than four taxa, we conduct a further series of simulations 139	

with up to eight taxa. Together, these simulations assess how reliably phylogenies can 140	

be inferred from multidimensional data under a wide range of conditions. By 141	
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examining the potential and limitations of the methods and of the data, the simulations 142	

provide new and decisive information to the debate about the role of multidimensional 143	

quantitative data in phylogenetics. 144	

MATERIALS AND METHODS 145	

Simulation Strategy 146	

Complex phenotypes can be represented in multidimensional spaces, in which 147	

evolving populations appear as points in locations corresponding to their average 148	

phenotypes. Examples of such multidimensional spaces are the space of gene 149	

expression (e.g., Brawand et al. 2011) and shape tangent spaces (Dryden and Mardia 150	

1998; Kendall et al. 1999) or, for structures with object symmetry, the subspace of the 151	

shape tangent space containing the symmetric component of variation (Klingenberg et 152	

al. 2002; Klingenberg 2015). Evolution of the mean phenotype in a population 153	

corresponds to movement of the respective point through the phenotypic space.  154	

Our strategy consists of repeatedly running evolutionary simulations for four 155	

taxa in a phenotypic space (Fig. 1) and estimating the unrooted tree from the resulting 156	

multidimensional phenotypes. The proportion of simulations in which these estimates 157	

match the tree topology used in the simulation, the proportion of correct estimates, is 158	

a natural measure of reliability of the phylogeny reconstruction. Because there are 159	

only three possible trees (Fig. 2a), it is feasible to evaluate all three possible trees for 160	

each simulation and the analyses are therefore guaranteed to find the optimal tree in 161	

each simulation. Most importantly, however, it is completely clear that one tree is 162	

correct and the other two are incorrect. Therefore, there is none of the ambiguity 163	

about whether a reconstructed tree is “mostly correct” or “incorrect in some 164	

fundamental features”, as it occurs almost inevitably in discussions of empirical 165	
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examples involving more taxa. A separate set of simulations (Experiment 5, below) 166	

explores how the findings from the four-taxon trees extend to analyses with more taxa 167	

and also uses methods to quantify how much the true and estimated trees differ.  168	

Evolutionary models.—Our simulations use evolutionary models that are 169	

variants of Brownian motion. Brownian motion has been of fundamental importance 170	

as an evolutionary model in discussions about phylogenies and quantitative traits 171	

(Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967; Felsenstein 1973; Lynch 1989; Felsenstein 2002; 172	

Stayton 2008). This model assumes that the phenotype of each lineage evolves by a 173	

random change in each short time interval, that this change is equally likely in every 174	

direction of the phenotypic space, and that the change is additive over longer time 175	

spans. The resulting evolutionary trajectory is a random walk through the phenotypic 176	

space (Fig. 1a). Under a Brownian motion model, there is an association between the 177	

time since the splitting of two lineages and the expected distance between the 178	

corresponding phenotypes, providing a possible basis for estimating phylogeny. This 179	

association is not deterministic, however, but has a substantial stochastic component 180	

of variation, such that estimating the phylogeny from the distances between the 181	

phenotypes of the terminal nodes is inevitably fraught with a degree of uncertainty 182	

(Lynch 1989). 183	

To conduct simulations under a Brownian motion model, random walks of 184	

lineages through the phenotypic space can be implemented explicitly (Figure 1a). It is 185	

more efficient, however, to obtain changes along the branches in the phylogeny 186	

directly as random vectors drawn from multivariate normal distributions with 187	

variances proportional to the respective branch lengths and zero covariances among 188	

variables (this follows from the multivariate version of the central limit theorem; e.g., 189	

Mardia et al. 1979). The phenotypes for the four terminal nodes can then be obtained 190	
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by combining these changes in accordance with the true phylogenetic tree (tree 1; Fig. 191	

2a). All the simulations were implemented using the R 2.10 statistical package (R 192	

Core Team 2013).  193	

Variation in branch lengths.— Branch lengths reflect the opportunity for 194	

evolutionary change along the branches of a phylogeny, and result jointly from the 195	

rate of evolutionary change and the time interval corresponding to the respective 196	

branch of the phylogeny. To examine the effects of variation in branch lengths, we 197	

systematically explore different combinations of branch lengths, as in the simulation 198	

study of Huelsenbeck and Hillis (1993). We conduct two different sets of simulations, 199	

one to analyze the effects of the relative lengths of internal versus terminal branches 200	

(Figure 2b) and another set to study the effect of long-branch attraction and related 201	

difficulties for phylogeny reconstruction (Fig. 2c). In both cases, we divide the five 202	

branches into two groups, within which all the branches have the same length.  203	

In the first case, one group contains the four terminal branches and second 204	

group consists of just the internal branch (Fig. 2b). Reconstructing the phylogeny 205	

should be easier when the internal branch is much longer than the terminal branches, 206	

because this situation provides ample opportunity for the two internal nodes to 207	

diverge, while each of them is likely to remain close to its two adjoining terminal 208	

nodes. Conversely, if the internal branch is much shorter than the terminal branches, 209	

such that the tree approaches a polytomy, all four taxa are expected to be roughly 210	

equidistant to one another and which tree fits the data best is substantially a matter of 211	

chance. If the internal branch actually has length zero (i.e., if there is a polytomy), the 212	

three possible unrooted trees represent the true tree equally well; in this case, 213	

evaluating the phylogenetic reconstruction does not make sense. Whereas these 214	

expectations are fairly straightforward, it is not clear to what extent intermediate 215	
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combinations of branch lengths provide reliable estimates of phylogeny. Our 216	

simulations aim to establish this under several evolutionary models.  217	

In the second type of simulations, the internal branch and one terminal branch 218	

at either end of it have one branch length and the other two terminal branches have 219	

another branch length (Fig 2c). This arrangement of relative branch lengths has been 220	

shown to pose potential challenges to phylogenetic methods (Felsenstein 1978a; 221	

Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993; Huelsenbeck 1995). Some methods may erroneously 222	

group together terminal nodes that are linked to the rest of the tree by long branches. 223	

This situation has long been known as long-branch attraction or heterotachy, where 224	

the rate of evolutionary changes differs among lineages in the phylogeny, and has 225	

been widely studied in molecular phylogenetics (Wiens and Hollingsworth 2000; 226	

Bergsten 2005; Philippe et al. 2005; Wägele and Mayer 2007; Degtjareva et al. 2012). 227	

It is less clear, however, whether this problem has similarly serious effects on 228	

phylogeny estimation from multidimensional phenotypes. 229	

Experiment 1: Comparison of Estimation Methods 230	

To examine the effect of different methods on phylogenetic reliability, we 231	

conducted a series of simulations using squared change parsimony (Huey and Bennett 232	

1987; Maddison 1991), maximum likelihood (Felsenstein 1973, 1981), neighbor 233	

joining (Saitou and Nei 1987), UPGMA clustering (Sneath and Sokal 1973), as well 234	

as two variants of linear parsimony: Wagner parsimony (Farris 1970; Swofford and 235	

Maddison 1987; Goloboff et al. 2006) and Euclidean parsimony (first introduced 236	

under the name "minimum evolution" by Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967; 237	

Thompson 1973; new name suggested by Klingenberg and Gidaszewski 2010). These 238	

variants have previously not been clearly distinguished in the phylogenetics literature, 239	

possibly because both methods reduce to the same minimization criterion for scalar 240	
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characters. For multidimensional phenotypes, however, the difference matters. 241	

Computations for Wagner parsimony minimize the total amount of change for each 242	

variable separately, then adding up the resulting amounts across all variables, which 243	

amounts to minimizing the total amount of change over the tree measured as 244	

Manhattan distance (Farris 1970; Swofford and Maddison 1987). By contrast, 245	

Euclidean parsimony minimizes the sum of changes over all the branches of the tree 246	

as Euclidean distances, using the Pythagorean theorem to combine changes in 247	

different variables. The task of finding such a tree is known in computer science as 248	

the Euclidean Steiner tree problem (Smith 1992; Prömel and Steger 2002; Brazil et al. 249	

2008; Fampa et al. 2016). In the context of phylogenetic analyses of landmark data, 250	

some recent studies have used a hybrid approach, called “phylogenetic 251	

morphometrics”, which combines features of both Wagner and Euclidean parsimony 252	

(Catalano et al. 2010; Goloboff and Catalano 2011; Catalano and Goloboff 2012).  253	

To demonstrate the difference between methods, two four-taxon phylogenies 254	

were used: a tree with a short internal branch and long terminal branches (Fig. 2b) and 255	

a second tree with two long terminal branches at either end of the internal branch and 256	

short remaining branches (Fig. 2c). We ran simulations for two sets of branch lengths, 257	

with the short branches at 10% and 30% of the length of the long branches, for which 258	

preliminary simulations had shown that they represented challenging conditions for 259	

phylogeny estimation. For each set of branch lengths, 1,000 simulations of isotropic 260	

Brownian motion in 10 dimensions and another 1,000 simulations in 50 dimensions 261	

were conducted. 262	

For inferring the phylogeny from the phenotypes of the terminal nodes using 263	

squared-change parsimony, we used the algorithm of McArdle and Rodrigo (1994) to 264	

reconstruct the phenotypes for the internal nodes. Tree length was computed as the 265	
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total of squared changes, summed over all branches and all variables, and the shortest 266	

tree for each simulation was accepted as the estimated tree. The maximum likelihood 267	

estimate, under a model of isotropic Brownian motion, was obtained using the contml 268	

program of the Phylip package (Felsenstein 2013). Euclidean parsimony was 269	

implemented using the optimization algorithm of Smith (1992), whereas Wagner 270	

parsimony was based on the algorithm by Farris (1970). Neighbor joining and 271	

UPGMA trees were obtained from the matrix of Euclidean distances among 272	

phenotypes of the four taxa in each simulation, using the neighbor program in Phylip 273	

(Felsenstein 2013) with the appropriate settings.  274	

Experiment 2: Detailed Analysis for the Isotropic Brownian Motion Model 275	

To assess the effect of different combinations of dimensionality and of branch 276	

lengths on phylogenetic reliability in more detail, we conducted further simulations of 277	

evolution by Brownian motion. Dimensionality is a key aspect of multivariate data, 278	

because more phenotypic attributes (e.g., more landmarks in morphometric studies) 279	

can potentially carry more information, and therefore might plausibly improve the 280	

quality of phylogenetic estimates. To examine the effects of dimensionality, we 281	

conducted the simulations using Brownian motion models with 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50 282	

and 100 dimensions. 283	

We conducted separate sets of simulations, one contrasting the internal branch 284	

to all four terminal branches (Fig. 2b) and the other contrasting two terminal branches 285	

at either end of the internal branch to the other three branches (Fig. 2c). For Brownian 286	

motion, the absolute magnitude of the branch lengths affects only the overall scale of 287	

distances between taxa, but has no effect on how taxa are arranged relative to one 288	

another in phenotype space. This is different from molecular evolution, where there 289	

are saturation effects if the product of time and substitution rate becomes very large, 290	
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because there are only four possible nucleotides (or 20 amino acids). Therefore, 291	

simulations only need to vary the ratio of branch lengths in the two groups of 292	

branches, but not the absolute branch length. In both sets of simulations, the ratio of 293	

branch lengths ranged from 1:20 to 20:1.  294	

The phenotypic variation in these simulations was isotropic, with variances 295	

that were proportional to branch lengths and the same for all dimensions, and 296	

variation was independent among dimensions. For each number of dimensions and 297	

combination of branch lengths, phenotypes were obtained from 5,000 simulations. To 298	

reconstruct phylogenies, we used squared change parsimony for this set of simulations 299	

(and all subsequent ones), because the comparisons in Experiment 1 showed that this 300	

method performs well and because it is computationally efficient. Phylogenetic 301	

reliability was quantified as the percentage of the 5,000 simulations in which squared 302	

change parsimony returned the correct tree (tree 1).  303	

Experiment 3: Brownian Motion with Phenotypic Integration 304	

The model of isotropic variation, implying independent evolution of all 305	

phenotypic traits at equal rates and an equal amount of variation in all dimensions of 306	

the phenotypic space (Fig. 3a), is not a realistic representation of biological data, 307	

where integration among traits is virtually ubiquitous (Olson and Miller 1958; 308	

Cheverud 1996; Wagner et al. 2007; Klingenberg 2008, 2013). Integration means that 309	

traits are correlated with each other and that, as a result, variation is concentrated in 310	

certain directions in phenotypic space (Wagner 1984; Klingenberg 2008; Pavlicev et 311	

al. 2009). Integration may be detrimental for phylogeny estimation because multiple 312	

traits may convey the same information, rather than each trait adding new 313	

information, or because the variation may not occupy the entire dimensionality 314	

available in the phenotypic space. 315	
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We include two sets of simulations to investigate the effects of integration on 316	

estimation of phylogeny from multidimensional traits (Figure 3). One model 317	

simulates very strong integration, in which a single dimension accounts for 80% of 318	

the total variation and all the other ones take up the remaining 20% of variation in 319	

equal amounts (Fig. 3b). In another model, the relative amount of variance decreases 320	

in an exponential manner from one dimension to the next, so that the variance in each 321	

dimension is 60% of the variance in the preceding dimension (Fig. 3c). For 322	

comparison with empirical data, these variances are equivalent to the eigenvalues 323	

obtained from a principal component analysis (PCA) of the evolutionary covariance 324	

matrix in the data.  325	

For this set of simulations, tree length was computed using squared-change 326	

parsimony, which treats changes in every direction of phenotypic space in the same 327	

way.	Because this method for estimating phylogeny is based on the relative 328	

arrangement of phenotypes of the different taxa in a multidimensional space, the 329	

orientation of the coordinate system does not influence the results. Because of this 330	

invariance to orientation, we can choose any coordinate system without loss of 331	

generality. Accordingly, we use the principal components (PCs) of the evolutionary 332	

covariance matrix as the coordinate system for our simulations, so that evolutionary 333	

changes in the resulting coordinates are uncorrelated with one another. We can 334	

therefore simulate the evolutionary change on each branch by independently drawing 335	

random deviations from normal distributions with variances as described above (Fig. 336	

3), multiplied with the respective branch length.  337	

Compensating for integration.—In principle, it is possible to address the 338	

problem of integration among traits by using Mahalanobis distances for estimating 339	

phylogenies (Felsenstein 1973, 1981, 1988; Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2019). 340	
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Mahalanobis distances are based on a transformation of the phenotypic space that, if 341	

the assumptions are met, produces a modified space where variation is isotropic. To 342	

achieve this, the transformation relatively shrinks those axes of the phenotypic space 343	

that account for much of the total variation are and relatively stretches those axes that 344	

account for little variation. Usually, this transformation is applied to the variation 345	

within groups (Mardia et al. 1979; Klingenberg and Monteiro 2005), but in the 346	

present context, the phenotypic space is transformed so that evolutionary variation 347	

becomes isotropic. In this modified space, therefore, the effect of evolutionary 348	

integration has been removed. This transformation, however, comes with other 349	

potentially fundamental changes in the scaling of different dimensions and in the 350	

relative arrangement of taxon averages. 351	

If the evolutionary covariance matrix were known, therefore, the phenotypic 352	

space could be scaled by the inverse of this matrix, transforming the space to a new 353	

space of Mahalanobis distances, in which the isotropic Brownian motion model for 354	

evolutionary change would apply. In practice, however, the evolutionary covariance 355	

matrix usually is not known, but must be estimated from the available data, which is 356	

exceedingly difficult if the phylogeny itself is also unknown (Felsenstein 1973, 1988, 357	

2002). In principle, the phylogeny and evolutionary covariance matrix could be 358	

estimated simultaneously, but stringent limits on the relative number of taxa and 359	

dimensions of the phenotypic space apply (Felsenstein 2002).  360	

For the purpose of this study, we made a series of assumptions that should be 361	

very favorable for phylogeny estimation, even though unrealistic for most clades of 362	

actual organisms: evolution is by pure drift, the phenotypic, additive genetic and 363	

mutational covariance matrices are proportional, and these covariance matrices are 364	

constant across the phylogeny. If these assumptions are met, the within-population 365	
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covariance matrix can be used as a substitute for the evolutionary covariance matrix 366	

to obtain the transformed phenotypic space. Even though these assumptions are 367	

unlikely to be met by biological data, we use them in our simulations, as did a 368	

previous study (Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2019). We carried out separate simulations 369	

using the sample covariance matrix and a shrinkage estimator of the covariance 370	

matrix for computing Mahalanobis distances (Ledoit and Wolf 2004; Álvarez-371	

Carretero et al. 2019). For further details, see Online Appendix 1 (available on Dryad, 372	

doi:10.5061/dryad.sk244r4). 373	

Experiment 4: Stabilizing Selection Model 374	

Stabilizing selection appears to be widespread (e.g., Estes and Arnold 2007) 375	

and it can potentially have serious effects on estimates of phylogeny from the traits it 376	

affects (Polly 2004). We simulated stabilizing selection using an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck 377	

model with a single adaptive peak (Hansen 1997). With more than one adaptive peak, 378	

the behavior of the model would be dominated by the assumptions about the 379	

processes of switching between peaks. Because little is known about these processes 380	

and implementation is problematic for small numbers of taxa, we limited the 381	

simulations to a single adaptive peak.  382	

The simulations of evolution under stabilizing selection were conducted as 383	

explicit random walks, starting from a root of the phylogeny located at the midpoint 384	

of the internal branch (Fig. 1b). At each interval from time t to t + 1, each population 385	

changes its position from xt to xt+1 following the equation xt+1 = xt + α(θ – xt) + σ, 386	

where αis a coefficient indicating the strength of stabilizing selection, θis the 387	

position of the adaptive peak, and σ is an isotropic random deviation, drawn from a 388	

multivariate normal distribution with zero mean and an identity matrix as the 389	
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covariance matrix. The coefficient α can take values from zero (in this case, the 390	

model will be the same as isotropic Brownian motion) to unity (in that case, the 391	

phenotype will be returned exactly to the optimum at each iteration, and will only 392	

deviate by the random effect newly added in that round).  393	

Each simulation consisted of a number of iterations that is determined by the 394	

branch lengths, which were varied in steps of 6 iterations from 10 to 100 iterations, as 395	

required for the simulation (Fig. 2b, c). We conducted separate simulations with weak 396	

and strong stabilizing selection, which use values of α = 0.05 and α = 0.3 397	

respectively. The simulations started with two populations at the root of the 398	

phylogeny, midway on the internal branch of the unrooted tree, both with initial 399	

phenotypes x0 = (0, …,0). To test for the effect of the initial conditions, we conducted 400	

separate simulations where the starting point coincides with the optimal phenotype, θ401	

= (0, …,0). A separate set of simulations was conducted for the situation where the 402	

starting point is at a distance to the optimum, which was set to θ= (35, 0, …, 0) (Fig. 403	

1b). This is equivalent to a model that initially contains a component of directional 404	

selection, which then diminishes as each lineage approaches the optimum phenotype. 405	

For each set of branch lengths, dimensionality, strength of stabilizing 406	

selection, and location of the optimum, we conducted 2,000 simulations. Squared-407	

change parsimony was used to estimate phylogenies. 408	

Experiment 5: Simulations with More Than Four Taxa  409	

To examine how the results for trees with four taxa extend to a greater number 410	

of taxa, we ran additional simulations using up to eight taxa. The main difference to 411	

four-taxon simulations is that there are many more possible tree topologies (e.g., for 8 412	

taxa, there are 10,395 unrooted bifurcating trees; Felsenstein 1978b; Felsenstein 413	
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2004). This rise in the number of possible trees entails some further complications. 414	

First, the computational effort required increases rapidly with the number of taxa. We 415	

chose the limit of eight taxa because this is the maximum for which it is feasible to 416	

conduct exhaustive searches in order to identify shortest trees with certainty. Second, 417	

there is the question of how the topology for the true phylogenetic tree to be used in 418	

the simulations should be chosen.  419	

To obtain an insight into the overall effect of taxon number, we used trees 420	

randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over all unrooted bifurcating tree 421	

topologies with the appropriate number of taxa. Branch lengths were chosen so that 422	

they were the same for all internal branches and for all terminal branches, with ratios 423	

of internal to terminal branch lengths of 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 10 and 20 in 424	

different simulation runs. Phenotypic evolution was simulated as isotropic Brownian 425	

motion or as Brownian motion according to the exponential integration model (see 426	

above and Fig. 3c). These simulations were run for phenotypes with 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 427	

and 100 dimensions. For each combination of branch length ratio, evolutionary 428	

model, dimensionality and number of taxa, 1000 simulations were run. Squared-429	

change parsimony was used as the method for estimating phylogeny. 430	

To assess the performance of phylogenetic estimation, we scored the results 431	

for phylogenetic reliability as the proportion of simulation runs where the correct tree 432	

was returned. For more than four taxa, there is also the question how close an 433	

estimated tree is to the true one, even if it is not exactly correct. To address this 434	

question, we computed distances between the true and estimated trees using two 435	

topological distance measures: the Robinson–Foulds distance (Robinson and Foulds 436	

1981) and the quartet distance (Estabrook et al. 1985). Both are metrics, but they 437	

differ somewhat in their properties (Steel and Penny 1993; Smith 2019a). The 438	
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Robinson–Foulds distance was computed with the ape package in R (Paradis and 439	

Schliep 2019) and quartet distance with the Quartet library (Smith 2019b). Because 440	

both these distance measures depend on the number of taxa in the trees being 441	

compared, we standardized the distances. To do so, we divided the distances by the 442	

expected distance between pairs of random trees with the appropriate number of taxa. 443	

For up to seven taxa, those expected distances were computed by full enumeration 444	

and are therefore exact; for eight taxa, the average was taken over a sample of 1 445	

million pairs of random trees. 446	

To explore whether the topology of the tree used to generate has an effect on 447	

the reliability of phylogenetic estimation, we conducted a series of simulations using 448	

extreme tree shapes. For details, see Online Appendix 2 (available on Dryad).  449	

RESULTS 450	

Experiment 1: Comparison of Methods 451	

The differences in performance among methods depend on the branch-length 452	

scenarios. For simulations with a true tree in which the internal branch is 30% as long 453	

as the terminal branches (Fig. 2b) and a 50-dimensional phenotype, all methods did 454	

similarly well: squared-change parsimony found the correct tree in 70.5% of 455	

simulations, maximum likelihood in 70.4%, Euclidean parsimony in 70.6%, Wagner 456	

parsimony in 67.9%, neighbor joining in 70.0%, and UPGMA in 63.0% (Table 1). In 457	

the 2-versus-3-branch scenario (Fig. 2c), there were marked differences among 458	

methods: squared-change parsimony found the correct tree in 84.3% of simulations, 459	

maximum likelihood in 84.7%, Euclidean parsimony in 81.9%, Wagner parsimony in 460	

74.8%, neighbor joining in 78.5%, and UPGMA in 14.8% of the simulations (Table 461	

1). In the vast majority of simulations, squared-change parsimony and maximum 462	
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likelihood yielded the same trees, regardless whether correct or incorrect (99.7% for 463	

internal vs. terminal branches, 99.5% for 2 vs. 3 branches; Table 1). In corresponding 464	

simulations with Brownian motion in 10 instead of 50 dimensions, the results were 465	

similar, but all methods performed somewhat worse and the differences between them 466	

were slightly less accentuated (Supplementary Table S1, available on Dryad).  467	

Success rates were lower overall in simulations where the shorter branch 468	

lengths were 10% of those of the longer branches, instead of 30%. In particular, in the 469	

2-versus-3-branch scenario with a 50-dimensional phenotype, some pronounced 470	

differences between methods emerged: squared-change parsimony found the correct 471	

tree in 60.2% of simulations, maximum likelihood in 66.3%, Euclidean parsimony in 472	

44.8%, Wagner parsimony in 23.6%, neighbor joining in 21.7%, whereas UPGMA 473	

never produced the correct tree (Supplementary Table S2, available on Dryad). In this 474	

series of simulations, squared-change parsimony and maximum likelihood returned 475	

the same tree in 92.0% of simulations, confirming the close relation between the two 476	

methods (Supplementary Table S2, available on Dryad). Because squared-change 477	

parsimony consistently performed best or close to best (in those series where 478	

maximum likelihood performed better), and because of its computational efficiency, 479	

we exclusively use squared-change parsimony for the remaining simulations, which 480	

focus on the reliability of estimated phylogenies in response to properties of the data.  481	

Experiment 2: Detailed Analysis for the Isotropic Brownian Motion Model 482	

The more detailed simulations using isotropic Brownian motion show that two 483	

major determinants of phylogenetic reliability are the relative branch lengths and 484	

dimensionality of the phenotype (Fig. 4a). Phylogenetic reliability improves 485	

consistently, and may reach 100%, as the ratio of internal to terminal branch lengths 486	

increases (Fig. 4a, solid lines, from left to right in the diagrams). This improvement 487	
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becomes more accentuated with increasing dimensionality. From lower to higher 488	

dimensionality of the phenotype, the region of high or perfect phylogenetic reliability 489	

expands toward shorter relative lengths of the internal branch. 490	

At low dimensionality, the 2-versus-3 branch scenario (dashed lines in Fig. 4a) 491	

appears more challenging than the situation where the internal branch is contrasted to 492	

the four terminal branches (solid lines in Fig. 4a). For very high dimensionality, 493	

however, the phylogenetic reliability is good even for simulations with a moderate 494	

degree of long-branch attraction, where two terminal branches at opposite ends of the 495	

internal branch are longer than the remaining three branches (left side of the diagrams 496	

in Fig. 4a, dashed lines). 497	

Experiment 3: The Effect of Phenotypic Integration 498	

Phenotypic integration has a strong adverse effect on the accuracy of 499	

phylogenetic estimates (Fig 4b, c). For the model with high integration, where one 500	

dimension contains 80% of the total variation (Fig. 3b), there is a change in the 501	

relation between branch length ratios and reliability from one to two dimensions, but 502	

then this relation remains nearly the same for all simulations with greater 503	

dimensionality (Fig. 4b). In contrast to the simulations with isotropic variation (Fig. 504	

4a), where phylogenetic reliability improves with increasing dimensionality, it 505	

appears that this improvement ceases after two dimensions for the high-integration 506	

model (Fig. 4b). Similarly, for the exponential integration model (Fig. 3c), the benefit 507	

of higher dimensionality extends to about 5 dimensions, but including dimensions 508	

beyond that provides no further improvement (Fig. 4c). This loss of the improved 509	

phylogenetic reliability with higher-dimensional phenotypes affects both the internal-510	

versus-terminal and the 2-versus-3 branch scenarios (solid and dashed lines in Figs. 511	

4b, c). Under either model of integration, high phylogenetic reliability is only 512	
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achieved under very special conditions, if the internal branch is extremely long 513	

relative to the terminal branches (Fig. 4b,c). 514	

The separate series of simulations using Mahalanobis distance in phylogenetic 515	

estimation, showed that this approach ameliorated the effects of phenotypic 516	

integration partly, but not completely. These simulations identified the sample size 517	

used to estimate covariance structure as a further complicating factor, and the 518	

shrinkage estimate performed somewhat better than sample covariance matrices (for 519	

further details, see Online Appendix 1, available on Dryad).  520	

Experiment 4: The Effect of Stabilizing Selection 521	

Phylogenetic reliability under an evolutionary process with stabilizing 522	

selection, for most combinations of branch lengths, is not much better than drawing 523	

trees randomly (Fig. 5). If stabilizing selection is weak, the accuracy of the estimates 524	

is better where the terminal branches are much shorter than the internal branch (at the 525	

bottom of the diagrams in Fig. 5a, b), especially when the dimensionality is high. For 526	

the 2-versus-3 branch simulations, reliability is best if all branches are short and more 527	

or less equal (lower-left corners of the diagrams in Fig. 5d, e; note that this situation, 528	

with all branches short, is similar to the lower-left corners of the diagrams in Fig. 5a, 529	

b). A particular situation occurs for the simulation with weak stabilizing selection 530	

with an initial phenotype at some distance from the optimum and with strong long-531	

branch attraction. In this situation, only the lineages of the two long terminal branches 532	

have time to approach the optimum. Consequently,  the incorrect tree ((A,D),(B,C)) 533	

tends to be shorter than the correct tree ((A,B),(C,D)). And phylogenetic reliability is 534	

systematically worse than drawing trees randomly (left edges of the diagrams in Fig. 535	

5e).  536	

With strong stabilizing selection, there is no combination of branch lengths 537	
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where the phylogenetic reliability for estimating phylogenies from the phenotypic 538	

data is perceptibly better than for drawing phylogenies at random. This is true 539	

regardless of dimensionality, and it makes no noticeable difference whether the 540	

simulations start with the optimal phenotype or at a distance from it (Fig. 5c, f; 541	

simulations starting at the optimal phenotypes not shown because the graphs look the 542	

same). 543	

Experiment 5: Trees with More than Four Taxa 544	

Phylogenetic reliability tends to decrease with increasing number of taxa (Fig 545	

6a, b). For more favorable branch length ratios (internal branches long relative to 546	

terminal branches), the reliability is higher for four taxa and the decrease more 547	

gradual than for unfavorable branch ratios (internal branches short relative to terminal 548	

branches). The decrease of reliability with increasing number of taxa is more 549	

accentuated for low- than high-dimensional phenotypes under isotropic Brownian 550	

motion (Fig 6a), but with phenotypic integration, the benefit of increasing 551	

dimensionality beyond about five dimensions vanishes (Fig. 6b). 552	

To assess whether estimated trees, even if they did not match the true trees 553	

exactly, were at least a reasonable approximation, we examined the distances between 554	

true and estimated trees, relative to the distances expected for pairs of random trees 555	

with the corresponding numbers of taxa. The results for both the Robinson–Foulds 556	

metric (Fig. 6c, d) and for the quartet metric (Supplementary Fig. S1, available on 557	

Dryad) are very similar. For low or medium branch length ratios, the average relative 558	

tree distances between the true and estimated trees are essentially constant regardless 559	

of the number of taxa, indicating that division by the expected distance between 560	

random trees appears to be an effective correction for the dependence of tree distances 561	

on the number of taxa. For isotropic Brownian motion, there is a clear benefit of 562	
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dimensionality, in that high-dimensional phenotypes yield lower relative tree 563	

distances than low-dimensional phenotypes (Fig. 6c). If there is phenotypic 564	

integration, this benefit does not extend beyond approximately five dimensions (Fig. 565	

6d). Simulations with low branch length ratios produce no discernible change of 566	

relative tree distances with taxon number. For high branch length ratios, however, 567	

there is a gentle but clear trend for relative tree distances to rise with increasing 568	

numbers of taxa (Fig. 6c, d). Under the model with isotropic Brownian motion, high-569	

dimensional phenotypes alleviate this trend (Fig. 6c), but when there is phenotypic 570	

integration, the trend is clearly apparent no matter how high the dimensionality of the 571	

phenotypic space (Fig. 6d). 572	

To examine whether averaging over random tree topologies for any given 573	

number of taxa might obscure some relevant differences due to the topology of the 574	

tree used to simulate data, we conducted a set of simulation using specific topologies 575	

with extreme tree shapes. Phylogenetic reliability and the distributions of tree 576	

distances were similar, indicating that such differences are subtle (for details, see 577	

Online Appendix 2, available on Dryad). 578	

DISCUSSION 579	

The simulations in this study have shown that the accuracy of phylogenetic 580	

estimates from multidimensional phenotypes depends on a number of factors: the 581	

relative branch lengths in the tree used to generate the data, the dimensionality of the 582	

phenotype under study, and the model of how phenotypes evolve. Two particularly 583	

important aspects of the evolutionary models are morphological integration and 584	

stabilizing selection. Here, we explore these results further and evaluate them in light 585	
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of published evidence to assess their possible implications for the use of shape or 586	

other multivariate phenotypes for estimating phylogenies.  587	

Comparison of Methods 588	

The comparison of methods is largely consistent with earlier results that 589	

focused on molecular data (Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993; Huelsenbeck 1995; 590	

Swofford et al. 1996; Felsenstein 2004), but the choice of methods covered here 591	

reflects those used in studies with morphometric data. Squared-change parsimony and 592	

maximum likelihood performed similarly well, in the vast majority of simulation runs 593	

returning the same trees, regardless of whether those were correct or incorrect (Table 594	

1; Supplementary Tables S1–S3, available on Dryad). The close relation between 595	

squared-change parsimony and maximum likelihood is well established (Maddison 596	

1991; Schluter et al. 1997; Martins 1999; Felsenstein 2004). The difference is that 597	

maximum likelihood includes a weighting by branch lengths (Felsenstein 1981); the 598	

calculations therefore also include estimation of the branch lengths and the weighting 599	

as extra steps that are not carried out for squared-change parsimony. Note also that, 600	

for a uniform prior distribution, the maximum likelihood tree is also the tree with the 601	

highest posterior probability and therefore a Bayesian point estimate of the phylogeny 602	

(Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). Because squared-change parsimony performed nearly as 603	

well as maximum likelihood, but is faster computationally, it is a reasonable choice 604	

for the remainder of the simulations in this study: based on the comparisons, it is very 605	

unlikely that a different method would produce substantially better results.  606	

There are marked differences in performance between the two variants of 607	

linear parsimony and between the two clustering methods, especially in the in the 2-608	

versus-3-branch scenario. In this situation, Euclidean parsimony is nearly as accurate 609	

as squared-change parsimony and maximum likelihood (Table 1; but this does not 610	
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hold for more extreme branch length ratios, Supplementary Table S2, available on 611	

Dryad), whereas Wagner parsimony performs clearly worse (under some 612	

circumstances worse than randomly picking trees; see particularly Table 1; 613	

Supplementary Table S2, available on Dryad). It seems plausible that this discrepancy 614	

relates to the difference in how the two methods combine changes across variables: 615	

Euclidean parsimony uses the Pythagorean theorem to combine changes across 616	

variables (which involves summing the squared changes on each branch of the tree), 617	

whereas Wagner parsimony minimizes changes in each variable separately and then 618	

sums them over all variables. Of the two clustering methods, neighbor-joining 619	

performed consistently better than UPGMA. The difference is especially clear in the 620	

2-versus-3-branch scenario: in three of the four series of simulations UPGMA was far 621	

worse than picking trees at random (Table 1; Supplementary Tables S1–S3, available 622	

on Dryad). It is well established that both Wagner parsimony and UPGMA can 623	

produce misleading results under long-branch attraction (Felsenstein 1978a; 624	

Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993; Swofford et al. 1996; Felsenstein 2004).  625	

In a methods comparison based on 41 morphometric datasets (Catalano and 626	

Torres 2017), Wagner parsimony, neighbor joining, UPGMA and the “phylogenetic 627	

morphometrics” method that combines Wagner and Euclidean parsimony (Catalano et 628	

al. 2010) all produced similar and fairly low degrees of congruence between estimated 629	

trees and reference phylogenies, whereas maximum likelihood and Wagner parsimony 630	

based on a subset of PC scores performed even slightly worse. Those results are quite 631	

different from the simulations in this study (Table 1; Supplementary Tables S1–S3, 632	

available on Dryad). It is conceivable that long-branch attraction may only have 633	

played a minor role in the 41 empirical datasets, so that the differences between 634	

methods were not as manifest as in our simulations. Another difference is that the 635	
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datasets compiled by Catalano and Torres (2017) contained more than 4 taxa (range: 636	

5–160 species), so that phylogeny estimation may have been inherently more 637	

challenging (Fig. 6). A further difficulty is that the reference phylogenies were 638	

estimated too, based on a variety of data, and that it is unclear how well they reflect 639	

the actual phylogenies of the respective clades.  640	

The Effect of Dimensionality 641	

Increasing	dimensionality has a favorable effect on phylogenetic accuracy 642	

(Figs. 4, 6). This finding is in agreement with previous observations that using more 643	

landmarks or variables in simulations produces better agreement between the 644	

estimated trees and the true trees used to generate the data (Perrard et al. 2016; Parins-645	

Fukuchi 2018b). It also agrees with the basic intuition that using more information 646	

should lead to a better estimate of phylogeny. 647	

For fully understanding this result, it is important to consider the evolutionary 648	

models used in the simulations and how the dimensionality of the phenotype affects 649	

them. Brownian motion has been widely used as a model for the evolution of 650	

phenotypic traits in one- or multidimensional settings (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 651	

1967; Felsenstein 1973; Lynch 1989; Polly 2004; Stayton 2008; Perrard et al. 2016). 652	

It is an evolutionary model that is favorable for estimating phylogeny because the 653	

expected distance between taxa increases monotonically with the time of separation 654	

(Lynch 1989). Yet, a difficulty is that this distance also has a high variability (a 655	

coefficient of variation of 1.4 for one-dimensional Brownian motion), which may 656	

often lead to convergence, reversals, and parallel evolution that may produce 657	

erroneous phylogenetic estimates (Lynch 1989; Stayton 2008; Klingenberg and 658	

Gidaszewski 2010).  659	
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The squared distance between the phenotypes at either end of a branch of the 660	

phylogeny, up to a scaling factor representing the expected magnitude of change 661	

along the branch, follows a chi-squared distribution with as many degrees of freedom 662	

as there are dimensions in the phenotypic space (this follows from the Pythagorean 663	

theorem and the definition of the chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom 664	

as the sum of squared values of n mutually independent random variates drawn from 665	

the standard normal distribution). The coefficient of variation for the chi-squared 666	

distribution is the square root of two divided by the square root of the degrees of 667	

freedom (Forbes et al. 2011). The relative variability of the phenotypic distances 668	

therefore diminishes with increasing degrees of freedom. Note, however, that a 669	

substantial improvement is only achieved with dimensionalities that are quite high: 670	

the coefficient of variation is 0.44 for 10 dimensions, 0.2 for 50 dimensions, 0.14 for 671	

100 dimensions, and 200 dimensions are necessary for a coefficient of variation of 672	

0.1. As a consequence, increasing dimensionality of a Brownian motion process 673	

causes phenotypic distances to become a more deterministic function of divergence 674	

times. With increasing dimensionality of the phenotype, the phenotypic distances are 675	

therefore expected to be a better reflection of the underlying branch lengths and it 676	

should become easier to infer phylogenies from phenotypic divergence.  677	

The benefits of high dimensionality also can be understood intuitively by 678	

considering how probable it is for convergent evolution to occur, which is a form of 679	

homoplasy and may lead to erroneous phylogenetic inferences. There is always just 680	

one direction in which two lineages can converge toward each other in phenotypic 681	

space, but with increasing dimensionality, there are more and more directions in 682	

which the lineages can move away from each other. Convergence is quite likely in the 683	

univariate case, as shown in previous studies (Lynch 1989), but it becomes less 684	
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probable as more dimensions are added (Stayton 2008), thus improving phylogenetic 685	

reliability, as can be seen in our simulation results (Fig. 4a).  686	

Because high dimensionality reduces stochastic effects, it also can alleviate 687	

the problems of long-branch attraction and differences in evolutionary rates among 688	

branches in the phylogeny (Fig 4a, dashed lines). Yet for methods that are sensitive to 689	

long-branch attraction, such as UPGMA or Wagner parsimony, high dimensionality 690	

can exacerbate such problems (cf. Table 1 vs. Supplementary Table S1; 691	

Supplementary Tables S2 vs. S3, available on Dryad). In general, the weaker 692	

stochastic effects in simulations using high dimensionality tend to make the 693	

differences in performance among methods more apparent. 694	

Above all, the benefit of high dimensionality has implications for the data 695	

used in phylogenetic analyses. Using methods such as PCA to reduce the 696	

dimensionality of phenotypic data before phylogenetic analyses would definitely be 697	

ill-advised. In the comparison of Catalano and Torres (2017), methods including a 698	

dimension reduction via PCA performed slightly worse than methods using the full 699	

dimensionality of the data, and it is possible that this poorer performance was due to 700	

the reduced dimensionality. Studying phenotypes with high dimensionality has been 701	

proposed as one way of increasing phylogenetic reliability (Felsenstein 1973; Polly 702	

2004; González-José et al. 2008; Stayton 2008). Similarly, the suggestion to combine 703	

morphometric data from multiple structures (Catalano et al. 2015; Perrard et al. 2016; 704	

Catalano and Torres 2017) also can be viewed as a strategy to increase the 705	

dimensionality of the phenotypic space used for inferring phylogenies. Whether such 706	

strategies are effective, however, depends not only on the dimensionality of the data 707	

space, but also on how closely the phenotypic traits are integrated. 708	
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Phenotypic Integration 709	

In the simulations of Brownian motion with integration, the benefit of 710	

increasing dimensionality ceases at some intermediate level—beyond that 711	

dimensionality, phylogenetic reliabilities seem to be constant and always worse than 712	

the corresponding simulations with isotropic variation (cf. Fig. 4b,c vs. 4a). The effect 713	

resulting from phenotypic integration is similar to that of a reduction of the 714	

dimensionality to a level that is less than the actual dimensionality of the phenotypic 715	

space. It is worst in the model of extreme integration (Fig. 3b), where reliability does 716	

not increase beyond a level comparable to isotropic motion in 2 dimensions (Fig. 4b). 717	

This effect is more moderate for the exponential integration model (Fig. 3c), where 718	

the benefit stops at approximately 5 dimensions (Fig. 4c, 6b, 6d). For both models, 719	

high phylogenetic reliability only results if the internal branch is very long relative to 720	

the terminal branches (Fig. 4b,c), a condition that is very unlikely to be met for most 721	

empirical data. In both these models, the point where phylogenetic reliability ceases to 722	

benefit from higher dimensionality relates to the distribution of variation across the 723	

phenotypic space: because most variation is concentrated within just a few 724	

dimensions and this distribution remains essentially the same no matter how many 725	

additional dimensions are included, the overall dimensionality of the phenotypic 726	

space is immaterial for phylogenetic reliability. Including additional dimensions adds 727	

directions that are mostly devoid of variation and therefore have little or no effect on 728	

phylogenetic reliability.  729	

It appears from these simulations that integration is a serious problem for 730	

phylogenetic reconstruction. This raises the question whether the simulations of 731	

integration are realistic at all. In actual biological data, integration is ubiquitous—the 732	

variation in the data does not “fill” the entire dimensionality of the phenotypic space, 733	
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but is concentrated mostly in a few of the available dimensions because of integration 734	

(Olson and Miller 1958; Cheverud 1996; Klingenberg 2008, 2013; Goswami et al. 735	

2014). The scenario of high integration, in which 80% of the variation is contained in 736	

the a single dimension (Fig. 3b), was designed to be extreme and probably exceeds 737	

the level of integration in real data, although some examples come quite close (e.g., 738	

analyses where the first PC accounts for more than 60% of variation among species; 739	

Klingenberg et al. 2012). The exponential model of integration (Fig. 3c) is more 740	

realistic, as numerous examples show comparable or greater strengths of interspecific 741	

integration in geometric morphometric data (e.g., Monteiro et al. 2005; Sidlauskas 742	

2008; Friedman 2010; De Esteban-Trivigno 2011a, b; Monteiro and Nogueira 2011; 743	

Brusatte et al. 2012; Santana and Lofgren 2013; Baab et al. 2014; Martín-Serra et al. 744	

2014; Watanabe and Slice 2014; Blanke 2018), although some other studies found 745	

somewhat weaker integration, albeit still with most variation concentrated in just a 746	

few dimensions (Figueirido et al. 2010; Chamero et al. 2013; Klingenberg and 747	

Marugán-Lobón 2013; Sherratt et al. 2014). Altogether, by comparison with empirical 748	

data, the exponential model of integration used in the simulation seems to be fairly 749	

realistic. Accordingly, those simulations are likely to represent evolutionary 750	

integration in actual biological datasets realistically, and the levels of phylogenetic 751	

reliability obtained in our simulations under the exponential model of integration 752	

represent what usually should be expected in empirical data. 753	

In principle, the adverse effects of phenotypic integration can be mitigated by 754	

using Mahalanobis distance in the process of estimating phylogeny (Felsenstein 1973, 755	

2002; Álvarez-Carretero et al. 2019). If the correct evolutionary covariance matrix is 756	

used to compute Mahalanobis distances, this eliminates the effects of integration and 757	

phylogenetic reliability therefore should be the same as for Brownian motion with no 758	
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integration. Our simulations show some improvements of phylogenetic reliability, 759	

especially when the shrinkage estimator of the covariance matrix is used (Ledoit and 760	

Wolf 2004). This is similar to the results of Álvarez-Carretero et al. (2019). 761	

Nevertheless, phylogenetic reliability is not restored completely to the levels for 762	

Brownian motion without integration and sampling errors may produce inaccuracies 763	

(Online Appendix 1, available on Dryad). It is important to note that the approach of 764	

using within-taxon phenotypic variation to estimate evolutionary covariance structure 765	

makes a number of key assumptions: evolution is by random drift, and the 766	

phenotypic, additive genetic and mutational covariance matrices are proportional and 767	

constant across the whole phylogeny. All these assumptions are at best questionable, 768	

and probably unrealistic for most clades and traits. Therefore, even though it is 769	

theoretically possible (Felsenstein 2002), the difficulties involved in estimating the 770	

evolutionary covariance matrix without knowing the phylogeny are likely to render 771	

this approach unworkable. Accordingly,  no remedy against the effects of phenotypic 772	

integration exists that is practically viable for empirical studies.  773	

Phenotypic integration is also of key importance when considering the 774	

suggestion to combine morphometric data from multiple structures (Catalano et al. 775	

2015; Perrard et al. 2016; Catalano and Torres 2017). Whether, or to what extent, 776	

combining data from different structures results in a dimensionality of the combined 777	

phenotypic space that is higher than the dimensionality of the phenotypic spaces of 778	

the individual structures depends on the strength of integration among structures. The 779	

possible outcomes are on a spectrum limited by two extremes: complete integration, 780	

for which combining different structures will not have any effect at all (the 781	

phenotypic space of each structure contains the complete information about variation 782	

in any other structure), or no integration at all, where the dimensionalities of variation 783	
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in the phenotypic spaces will add up to the dimensionality of variation in the 784	

combined phenotypic space. The scenario of no integration at all is grossly unrealistic 785	

for actual morphological data, but how closely actual data can approximate the 786	

limiting scenario of complete integration is not clear. Although we are not aware of 787	

any examples of complete evolutionary integration, empirical studies show that 788	

associations among different structures are widespread and often strong (Gómez-789	

Robles and Polly 2012; Hautier et al. 2012; Claverie and Patek 2013; Álvarez et al. 790	

2015; Martín-Serra et al. 2015). Due to such evolutionary integration, combining data 791	

from multiple structures in phylogenetic analyses therefore is likely to provide only 792	

limited gains of phylogenetic reliability. 793	

Stabilizing Selection 794	

When the evolutionary model used in the simulations includes stabilizing 795	

selection, phylogenetic reliability drops and, for most simulations, is little better than 796	

for picking a tree at random (Fig. 5). For the simulations with strong stabilizing 797	

selection, this applies regardless of the dimensionality or branch length combinations 798	

used (Fig. 5c,f). In simulations with weak stabilizing selection, a combination of high 799	

dimensionality and a true phylogeny with a long internal branch and short terminal 800	

branches yielded a limited zone of better phylogenetic reliability (Fig. 5a,b). As soon 801	

as the terminal branches surpass a minimum length, however, even weak stabilizing 802	

selection is sufficient to eliminate the phylogenetic signal. In some of the simulations 803	

under the 2-versus-3-branch scenario with weak stabilizing selection, there was even a 804	

special set of circumstances where phylogenetic reliability was consistently worse 805	

than picking trees at random: if simulations started off the optimum and the set of 3 806	

branches was sufficiently short, only the two lineages of the 2 long terminal branches 807	

tended to reach the optimal phenotype, and the analyses systematically returned the 808	
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wrong tree (Fig. 5e). Overall, these simulations indicate clearly that stabilizing 809	

selection can have a severe detrimental effect on phylogenetic reliability. The reason 810	

for this is that stabilizing selection attracts every lineage to the optimum phenotype 811	

regardless of ancestry, and thereby erodes the phylogenetic signal. This general result 812	

is in agreement with findings from different simulations (Revell et al. 2008). 813	

Because we used a model stabilizing selection with a single adaptive peak, we 814	

need to ask whether using a model with two or more peaks might lead to different 815	

conclusions. The answer to this question depends on the processes that control 816	

transitions from one peak to another. It is possible to conceive of scenarios giving rise 817	

to strong phylogenetic signal, for instance, if clades are associated persistently with 818	

different adaptive peaks. Because the taxa within each of these clades would be under 819	

the same conditions as in a single-peak model, however, phylogenetic resolution 820	

within clades would also be poor. Alternatively, if switches between peaks are so 821	

frequent that closely related taxa are commonly associated with different peaks and 822	

remotely related taxa with the same peak, convergence will be rampant and 823	

phenotypic similarity will indicate association with adaptive peaks, not phylogenetic 824	

relatedness. 825	

Whereas evolution under a model of Brownian motion, in principle at least, 826	

can continue without bounds, models of stabilizing selection ensure that phenotypes 827	

sooner or later converge toward the optimal phenotype. If stabilizing selection is 828	

sufficiently strong or the branches are sufficiently long, there is therefore no longer an 829	

association between the time of separation and the phenotypic distance between taxa. 830	

In other words, the phenotype loses the phylogenetic signal it may have had (see the 831	

upper-right regions of the diagrams in Fig. 5). This phenomenon is analogous to the 832	

problem of substitution saturation in molecular data, when the product of substitution 833	
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rate and branch lengths is so large that each position is expected to have undergone 834	

multiple substitutions and therefore loses phylogenetic information. This is different 835	

from the other models used in this study, where no such phenomenon exists and 836	

phenotypic differences are expected to increase with time. In real organisms, 837	

however, there cannot be an indefinite amount of change. Simulations of Brownian 838	

motion can easily produce phenotypes that are clearly non-functional (Polly 2004), so 839	

that it seems best to view the models as restricted to a domain of phenotype space 840	

within which phenotypes are viable. If phenotypic variation extends to boundaries 841	

beyond which phenotypes are not functionally viable, evolving lineages are affected 842	

according to their phenotype and regardless of their ancestry, as for stabilizing 843	

selection. Therefore, the effect of such boundaries would probably be detrimental to 844	

phylogenetic reliability.	845	

Studies of quantitative phenotypes such as morphological traits and gene 846	

expression have found extensive evolutionary conservation (e.g., Rifkin et al. 2003; 847	

Estes and Arnold 2007; Hunt 2007; Harmon et al. 2010; Kalinka et al. 2010; Gallego 848	

Romero et al. 2012) and many comparative analyses reported a good fit of Ornstein–849	

Uhlenbeck models to morphometric data (e.g., Angielczyk et al. 2011; Monteiro and 850	

Nogueira 2011; Frédérich et al. 2013; Kimmel et al. 2017; Aristide et al. 2018). These 851	

findings support the view that stabilizing selection is widespread. It is therefore likely 852	

that many studies attempting to estimate phylogenies from multidimensional 853	

phenotypes will face problems similar to those in our simulations. 854	

More Than Four Taxa 855	

Because phylogenetic studies usually involve many more than four taxa, the 856	

question arises whether and how the results of our simulations extend to greater 857	

numbers of taxa. Our simulations with more than four taxa give some indications 858	
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about this (Fig. 6). First, there is a clear continuity from the results of simulations with 859	

four taxa to those with more taxa. Second, dimensionality and integration, two of the 860	

main factors accounting for the results in simulations with four taxa, can also explain 861	

the findings about trees with more taxa in the same manner. 862	

Phylogenetic reliability tends to drop with increasing numbers of taxa. This 863	

reflects the fact that the number of possible tree topologies rises sharply with 864	

increasing number of taxa (Felsenstein 1978b, 2004). If random variation plays any 865	

substantial role, an increasing number of taxa means that one is picking at random (to 866	

some extent, at least) from a much greater number of trees, and consequently the 867	

chance of success drops. For the model of isotropic Brownian motion, and provided 868	

that internal branches are sufficiently long, high dimensionality of the phenotype can 869	

alleviate this effect (Fig. 6a). In the presence of integration, however, this favorable 870	

effect does not extend beyond approximately five dimensions (Fig. 6b). This is the 871	

same limitation from phenotypic integration that we discussed above for four taxa 872	

(Experiment 3). In the current context, the consequence of integration is that high-873	

dimensional phenotypes provide no escape from the trend of falling phylogenetic 874	

reliability with increasing number of taxa. 875	

With more than four taxa, it makes sense not just to ask whether an estimated 876	

tree is the same as the true phylogeny, but also to quantify how similar or how 877	

different they are. The rationale of this is that, even though the estimated trees might 878	

not match the true phylogeny perfectly, they might be sufficiently close to provide a 879	

reasonable approximation. Because tree distances depend on the number of taxa, we 880	

applied a correction by scaling distances in relation to the expected distance between 881	

random trees with the corresponding number of taxa—the scaled distances therefore 882	

indicate how much closer estimated trees are to the true phylogeny than randomly 883	
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picking trees. After this correction for the number of taxa, even though the Robinson–884	

Foulds distance and quartet distance are known to differ in their properties (Steel and 885	

Penny 1993; Smith 2019a), they produced similar results in our simulations (Fig. 886	

6c,d; Supplementary Fig. S1, available on Dryad). The main findings from the 887	

analyses of distances are consistent with the results on the four-taxon case: higher 888	

ratios of internal to terminal branch lengths produce estimated trees that tend to be 889	

closer to the true trees, and so does increased dimensionality, but phenotypic 890	

integration curtails the benefits of increased dimensionality.  891	

There is an additional result, however, which is not just extending the findings 892	

from the simulations with four taxa: when the branch length ratio is high and when 893	

dimensionality is low or there is integration, increasing the number of taxa yields a 894	

clear rise in the relative tree distances (Fig. 6c,d; Supplementary Fig. S1, available on 895	

Dryad). This suggests that, even with long internal branches, an increasing number of 896	

taxa poses an additional difficulty that is not present with fewer taxa. The likely 897	

reason is that, with more than four taxa, the internal branches of the tree can “fold 898	

over” so that taxa that are separated by two or more internal branches in the tree might 899	

end up being relatively close to each other in phenotypic space (Fig. 7). This effect 900	

depends on the dimensionality of the phenotypic space, because convergence among 901	

internal nodes is less likely when dimensionality is high. When dimensionality is low 902	

or integration confines variation to just a few dimensions of the phenotypic space, 903	

increasing the number of taxa enhances the probability of such convergence. 904	

Whereas, for just four taxa, a tree with an internal branch that is much longer than the 905	

terminal branches consistently yields accurate estimates of phylogeny under a 906	

Brownian motion model even when dimensionality is low (Fig. 4), it is surprisingly 907	

difficult, under the same conditions, to conceive a similarly favorable scenario for 908	
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greater numbers of taxa because there is no way to avoid convergence among internal 909	

nodes. As a consequence, in those conditions, convergence among internal nodes is an 910	

extra source of error for phylogenetic inference. Because a greater number of taxa 911	

provides more opportunity for this problem to occur, its effect rises with increasing 912	

number of taxa (Fig. 6c,d; Supplementary Fig. S1, available on Dryad). 913	

The majority of phylogenetic analyses include more than eight taxa, raising 914	

the question how the results of these simulations extend to greater numbers of taxa. 915	

The trends over the range of four to eight taxa indicate that the adverse effects of low 916	

dimensionality and phenotypic integration apply to the simulations similarly or, for 917	

the convergence among internal nodes, that increasing numbers of taxa even 918	

exacerbate the difficulties in estimating phylogenies (Fig. 6; Supplementary Fig. S1, 919	

available on Dryad). Our simulations with more than four taxa did not include 920	

stabilizing selection, but there is no apparent reason why the attraction of separate 921	

lineages to a common optimum would erode phylogenetic signal any less for greater 922	

numbers of taxa than it does for four taxa (Fig. 5). 923	

CONCLUSIONS 924	

The approach in this paper differs from previous studies in several ways and 925	

provides new insights. First, we used simulations rather than empirical examples, such 926	

as comparisons of phylogenetic trees estimated from morphometric data and reference 927	

trees (e.g., Cole et al. 2002; Lockwood et al. 2004; Klingenberg and Gidaszewski 928	

2010; Catalano and Torres 2017). For this reason, there is certainty about the true 929	

phylogeny and the model of the evolutionary processes. Second, our simulations used 930	

simple trees, so that it was possible for simulations to explore systematically factors 931	

such as relative branch lengths and different evolutionary models, rather than a 932	
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smaller number of more complex trees under a more restricted set of conditions 933	

(Perrard et al. 2016; Parins-Fukuchi 2018b). Due to the small number of taxa, there is 934	

no ambiguity in the results whether estimated trees are correct or not, and the range of 935	

models permitted us not only to determine whether or not multidimensional 936	

phenotypic traits are reliable for estimating phylogenies, but also to understand why. 937	

The simulations identified three key factors: the dimensionality of the trait 938	

space, phenotypic integration, and stabilizing selection. Under Brownian motion, high 939	

dimensionality is crucial for estimating phylogenetic trees reliably (Fig. 4). 940	

Phenotypic integration is detrimental to phylogenetic reliability because variation is 941	

limited to just a few of the available dimensions (Fig. 4b,c). Integration is near 942	

ubiquitous in morphological structures (Klingenberg 2008; Goswami et al. 2014), 943	

suggesting that it imposes widespread limitations on phylogenetic reliability. Because 944	

there is no quantitative survey of the strength of evolutionary integration across a 945	

broad range of taxa and traits, it is currently impossible to judge how severe these 946	

limitations are. Stabilizing selection erodes phylogenetic signal from phenotypic data, 947	

and therefore is highly detrimental for estimating phylogenetic trees (Fig. 5). It is a 948	

widespread phenomenon (Estes and Arnold 2007), and therefore expected to have 949	

adverse effects on phylogenetic analyses using phenotypic data in many clades. 950	

Together, these factors conspire so that phylogenetic inference from morphometric 951	

data, or other high-dimensional phenotypic data in general, must be expected to be 952	

unreliable.  953	

We understand that these results are frustrating to some investigators, 954	

particularly to paleontologists, because morphometric data may be the only or at least 955	

most easily available data for many fossil and even some extant taxa (MacLeod 2002; 956	

Smith and Hendricks 2013; Dehon et al. 2017; Parins-Fukuchi 2018a). Where 957	
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possible, other data such as genomic sequence information can be used instead, which 958	

suffers from these difficulties to a lesser extent and where vast amounts of 959	

information are available (Rannala and Yang 2008). Even where such alternatives are 960	

not available, however, we think it is preferable to recognize the limitations of 961	

phylogenetic inference from such data, rather than to use approaches that may provide 962	

unreliable results. 963	

 964	
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 1364	

 1365	

Figure 1. Examples of the two different evolutionary models used in the study. a) 1366	

Brownian motion model. At each iteration the phenotypic values change randomly. b) 1367	

Stabilizing selection. At each iteration, the phenotypic values are attracted towards the 1368	

phenotypic optimum (a phenotypic value of 35 in this case) and also have a small 1369	

amount of random movement.  1370	
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 1371	

Figure 2. The three possible unrooted trees and two scenarios for varying branch 1372	

lengths in the simulations.  a) True phylogenetic tree simulated (left) and the two 1373	

other possible tree topologies (right). b) Variation in branch lengths contrasting 1374	

terminal versus internal branches. All the terminal branches share a length and the 1375	

internal branch has a different length. The relative lengths of the two sets of branches 1376	

are varied from 1:20 to 20:1. When the internal branch is very long relative to the 1377	

terminal branches (right), it is expected that estimating the phylogeny should be 1378	

reliable. c) Variation in branch lengths contrasting two terminal branches with the 1379	

three remaining branches (2-versus-3-branch scenario). The situation at the left, where 1380	
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two terminal branches at either end of the internal branch are much longer than the 1381	

remaining three branches, is well known to be particularly challenging.  1382	

 1383	

Figure 3. Examples of the models of integration used in the study (shown here for 10 1384	

dimensions). a) The model of isotropic Brownian motion, with no integration: all 1385	

dimensions have the same amount of variation. b) The model of high integration, 1386	

where the a single dimension accounts for 80% of the total variation and the other 1387	

dimensions share the remaining 20%. c) The exponential integration model, where the 1388	

distribution of variances across dimensions of the phenotypic space follows an 1389	

exponential function, with each dimension accounting for 60% of the variance in the 1390	

preceding dimension.  1391	
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 1392	

Figure 4. Phylogenetic reliability under Brownian motion models. a) Evolutionary 1393	

model with isotropic Brownian motion (Experiment 2). b) Model of Brownian motion 1394	

with high integration (Experiment 3, see Fig. 3b). c) Model of Brownian motion with 1395	

exponential integration (Experiment 3, see Fig. 3c). The solid lines represent the 1396	

simulations with the internal-versus-terminal branch scenario, the dashed lines those 1397	

with the 2-versus-3 branch scenario. In each panel, phylogenetic reliability, as the 1398	

percentage of correct phylogenetic estimates, is plotted on the vertical axis (dotted 1399	

horizontal lines at 33.33% and 100%, for randomly chosen trees and perfect 1400	

reliability) and the branch length ratios on the horizontal axis (logarithmic scaling; 1401	

challenging scenarios with short internal branch or high long-branch attraction with 1402	

low ratios, to the left; easier scenarios with higher ratios, to the right). The number at 1403	

the top of each panel is the dimensionality of the phenotypic space used in the 1404	

respective set of simulations.  1405	
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 1406	

Figure 5. Phylogenetic reliability in the simulations using evolutionary models with 1407	

stabilizing selection (Experiment 4). Phylogenetic reliability is indicated by color (see 1408	

color scale at the bottom) as a function of the branch-length combination and 1409	

dimensionality. For simulations with the internal-versus-terminal branch scenario (a–1410	
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c), the x-axis in each diagram represents the length of the internal branch and the y-1411	

axis the lengths of the terminal branches. For the simulations using the 2-versus-3 1412	

branch scenario (d–f), the y-axis represents the lengths of two branches at opposite 1413	

ends of the internal branch and the x-axis the lengths of the remaining three branches 1414	

(i.e., the strongest long-branch attraction occurs in the upper left corner of each 1415	

panel). The numbers in the panels of part a) indicate the number of dimensions used 1416	

in the simulations; the other parts use the same arrangement. 1417	

  1418	
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 1419	

Figure 6. Simulations exploring the effect of the number of taxa (Experiment 5). For 1420	

taxon numbers ranging from 4 to 8, true phylogenetic trees were drawn randomly 1421	

from a uniform distribution of all unrooted trees with the respective number of taxa. 1422	

These trees were used to generate phenotypic data with different dimensionalities, 1423	

from which the trees then were estimated using squared-change parsimony. a) 1424	

Phylogenetic reliability (as the proportion of phylogenetic trees estimated correctly) 1425	

under an evolutionary model of isotropic Brownian motion (Fig. 3a). b) Phylogenetic 1426	

reliability under the exponential integration model (Fig. 3c). c) Average relative tree 1427	
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distances between true and estimated trees (scaled relative to the expected distance 1428	

between two random trees for the respective number of taxa) for the simulations 1429	

under the model of isotropic Brownian motion. d) Average relative tree distances 1430	

between true and estimated trees for the simulations under the model of exponential 1431	

integration. The number in the corner of each panel indicates the ratio of the lengths 1432	

of the internal branches to the lengths of the terminal branches in the trees used in the 1433	

respective set of simulations. Dimensionalities of phenotypes are distinguished by the 1434	

types of lines. The relative tree distances (c,d) are the average of the Robinson–Foulds 1435	

distances between the true and estimated trees in each set of simulations, divided by 1436	

the expected Robinson–Foulds distance between pairs of random trees with the 1437	

respective number of taxa. 1438	

 1439	

Figure 7. An example of convergence among internal nodes in a phylogeny with 8 1440	

taxa. Taxa are numbered 1–8 and internal branches i–v. The example was simulated 1441	

under a Brownian motion model in a two-dimensional phenotype space (the plane of 1442	

the graph). Taxa 1 and 2 are phylogenetically as remote from taxa 7 and 8 as it is 1443	

possible on an 8-taxon tree, yet the two pairs are phenotypically quite close. Similarly, 1444	
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the sharp angle between branches iv and v brings taxa 7 and 8 very near to taxon 5, 1445	

clearly closer than any of them are to taxon 6.   1446	

  1447	
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Table 1. Comparisons of different methods for estimating phylogenies.  1448	

 Internal versus terminal branches 2 versus 3 branches 

 Tree 1 Tree 2 Tree 3 Tree 1 Tree 2 Tree 3 

Squared-change parsimony (rows) versus maximum likelihood (columns) 

Tree 1 703 1 1 843 0 0 

Tree 2 0 154 0 4 78 1 

Tree 3 1 0 140 0 0 74 

Squared-change parsimony (rows) versus Euclidean parsimony (columns) 

Tree 1 703 2 0 819 22 2 

Tree 2 2 150 2 0 83 0 

Tree 3 1 1 139 0 7 67 

Squared-change parsimony (rows) versus Wagner parsimony (columns) 

Tree 1 632 40 33 730 85 28 

Tree 2 23 118 13 9 71 3 

Tree 3 24 10 107 9 15 50 

Squared-change parsimony (rows) versus neighbour joining (columns) 

Tree 1 695 8 2 782 59 2 

Tree 2 3 148 3 0 83 0 

Tree 3 2 1 138 3 16 55 

Squared-change parsimony (rows) versus UPGMA (columns) 

Tree 1 558 82 65 144 689 10 

Tree 2 40 96 18 4 79 0 

Tree 3 32 24 85 0 68 6 

Maximum likelihood (rows) versus Euclidean parsimony (columns) 

Tree 1 701 2 1 819 26 2 
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Tree 2 3 150 2 0 78 0 

Tree 3 2 1 138 0 8 67 

Maximum likelihood (rows) versus Wagner parsimony (columns) 

Tree 1 630 40 34 731 88 28 

Tree 2 24 118 13 8 68 2 

Tree 3 25 10 106 9 15 51 

Maximum likelihood (rows) versus neighbour joining (columns) 

Tree 1 693 8 3 782 63 2 

Tree 2 4 148 3 0 78 0 

Tree 3 3 1 137 3 17 55 

Maximum likelihood (rows) versus UPGMA (columns) 

Tree 1 556 82 66 144 693 10 

Tree 2 41 96 18 4 74 0 

Tree 3 33 24 84 0 69 6 

Euclidean parsimony (rows) versus Wagner parsimony (columns) 

Tree 1 633 40 33 725 67 27 

Tree 2 23 118 12 13 93 6 

Tree 3 23 10 108 10 11 48 

Euclidean parsimony (rows) versus neighbour joining (columns) 

Tree 1 698 6 2 782 37 0 

Tree 2 1 151 1 0 112 0 

Tree 3 1 0 140 3 9 57 

Euclidean parsimony (rows) versus UPGMA (columns) 

Tree 1 561 80 65 144 665 10 

Tree 2 38 99 16 4 108 0 
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Tree 3 31 23 87 0 63 6 

Wagner parsimony (rows) versus neighbour joining (columns) 

Tree 1 633 23 23 710 28 10 

Tree 2 35 123 10 47 119 5 

Tree 3 32 11 110 28 11 42 

Wagner parsimony (rows) versus UPGMA (columns) 

Tree 1 542 75 62 143 598 7 

Tree 2 45 103 20 3 166 2 

Tree 3 43 24 86 2 72 7 

Neighbour joining (rows) versus UPGMA (columns) 

Tree 1 563 73 64 144 631 10 

Tree 2 37 105 15 4 154 0 

Tree 3 30 24 89 0 51 6 

Tabled values are the counts of how often particular combinations of trees were 1449	

returned by the two methods in the comparison, for 1,000 simulations per scenario. 1450	

Two scenarios, corresponding to trees with different branch lengths, were used for 1451	

simulations with Brownian motion in 50 dimensions: internal versus terminal 1452	

branches (Fig. 2b), in which the internal branch had a length of 0.3 and the terminal 1453	

branches had lengths of 1.0, and a scenario of 2 versus 3 branches (Fig. 2c), in which 1454	

the internal branch and two terminal branches at either end of it had lengths of 0.3 and 1455	

the two remaining terminal branches had lengths of 1.0. The correct tree in all 1456	

simulations is tree 1. 1457	

	1458	
 1459	


